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ABSTRACT
The Effect of Immediacy and Salience on
Questionnaire Response Rates

by
Audrey Matsumoto, Doctor of Philosophy
Utah State University, 1996
Major Professor: Dr. Byron R. Burnham
Department: Psychology
In this study, a theory that identified salience and immediacy as two
constructs that significantly determine questionnaire response rates was
tested. This theory emphasized the importance of identifying and ratin g
fac tors that impact the immed iacy and salience of a questionnaire to a
specific population. It was proposed that factors that make a questionnaire
highly immediate and salient to a give n population should be identified
first, and then implemented into the cons truction and administration of the
questionnaire. In this way, researchers can manipulate the variables, which
will maximize the response rate for their specific population before
distribution. A questionnaire that is hi ghly immediate and salient to a
given population was estimated to achieve a response rate of 80% or higher.
The immediacy and salience of several manipulable variables of a
questionnaire were rated by a sample characteristically similar to the target
population . Three treatments of the questionnaire were sent to three
randomly assigned groups of the population. These treatments varied froni
low, moderate, to high immediacy and salience based on the ratings.
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An analysis of the ratings revealed a very strong direct relationship
between salience and immediacy. Variables of the questionnaire were rated
very similarl v between the two constructs. Contrary to Christensen's theory,
different levels of immediacy and salience were no t found to interact.
Howeve r, a direct relationship was fou nd between immediacy and salience
levels, and final response rates, which was consis tent with the theory. The
o rder of response rate percentages for each treatment group reflected the
degree of immediacy and salience as measured by the raters.
(101 pages)
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CHAPTER l
INTRODUCTION
There has been and continues to be a great deal of attention focused
on questionnaire research . In particular, there have been many efforts to
identify and measure factors that impact the response rates of mailed
questionnaires. Mailed questionnaires are a popular form of data collection
in research and evaluation because they are a relatively efficient method of
collecting specific information from a large group of people. Questionnaires
have also been a relatively inexpensive method of collecting data from
people located at far distances. Mailed questionnaires have been the most
common mode of distribution used because almost all populations can be
accessed through a postal address. Attention has focused on facto rs that
increase response rates because higher response rates are usually associated
with stronger evidence that the results are representative of the target
population. Achieving high response rates in mailed questionnaires is of
particular concern because they are usually more s usceptibl e to higher
mortality rates than other forms of survey data co llection.
Well over a hundred studies on questionnaire response rates hav e
been condu cted, including several comprehensive analyses. In most of these
studies, resea rchers examined the ex tent to which specific techniques
affected the response rates of surveys. The effectiveness of questionnaire
response indu cement techniques over several studi es was summarized in
comprehensive reviews, but this information was very limited in its
generalizability to specific questionnaire populations. Although certain
techniques were identified as more effective than others at increasing
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resp onse rates, application of th ose techniques was far short from assuring a
high response rate for various questionnaires and various populations.
Attempts have been mad e to explain respo ndent behavi o r
mo tivation through the applica ti on of theoretical co nstructs from various
academic disciplin es (Biner, 1988; Dillman, 1978, 1991; Furse & Stewart, 1982;
Hantula, Stillman, & Warnach, 1990; Heberl ein & Baumgartner, 1978;
Lockhart, 1984; McKillip, 1984). Although these th eo rists identifi ed
motivational constructs that influence respondent behavior, they "have not
s ucceeded coll ectively in producing n clear, impelling, or consis tent se t of
principles that, if followed, will produce high response rates " (Chri s tense n,
1996, p. 2).
Christensen's th eory of salience and immediacy (1996) was the first
a ttempt to develop a lu cid, exp lana tory paradigm of questionnaire response
resea rch. ln an exa minati on of th eo ri es and research regardi ng
questionnaire response behavi or, Christe nse n identified sa lience and
immediacy as the two co nstructs that most significantly determine response
rates. Immediacy is defined as the quality or state of urgency that will dictate
the speed of one's efforts (p. 197). while snlie nce is the quality of being
important, prominent, or noti cea ble (p. 193). It is proposed in this th eory
that questionnaires highly immediate and salient to respondents will
consistently achieve high response rates.
Chri stensen also emphasized the importance of identifying and
rating factors that impact the immediacy and salience of a questionnaire to a
specific population. Factors that most hi ghly project immediacy and salience
to a given population should be id entifi ed first, and then impleme nted into
the co nstruction and administration of the questionnaire. In this wa y,
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researchers can manipulate the variables that will maximize the response
rate for their target population before distribution.
As of yet, there have not been any efforts to test the validity of
Christensen's theory of immediacy and salience. Testing a theory is a
n ecessa ry step tha t leads to the acceptance, rejection, or revision of the set of
assumptions that are made. Christensen has developed a theory that
attempts to explain behavior in a common and practical area of data
collection. Research results are needed to determine the theory's viability as
accepted scientific truth.
The testing of Christensen's theory will also yield practical
information to the field of questionnaire research. In the past, factors of
immediacy and sali ence have been examined after questionnaire
cons tructi on and administra ti on. Ev id ence suppo rtin g Christensen's th eory
is needed because if it is accurate, it will provide practitioners with
guidelines and methods that will consistently produce high response rates.
Such information would also help resea rchers to better understand (a) how
variables of salience and immediacy impact questionnai re response
behavior, (b) which variables are most significant, and (c) the relationship
between perceived immediacy and sa lience for the same variable.
In this study, aspects of Christensen's theory were tested using a
mailed questionnaire to Utah extension personnel. Variables of the
questionnaire were rated on immediacy and salience by raters similar to the
target population. Based on these ratings, three designs of the questionnaire,
which varied in levels of immediacy and salience, were administered to
three groups of the population. Questionnaire designs that were low,
moderate, and high in salience and immediacy were distributed to three
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randomly assigned groups of the po pulation. The immediacy and sa li ence
ratings fo r each questionnaire variable were a nal yzed and the final response
ra tes from each treatment grou p were compared to those predicted by
Chri s te nsen .
The purpose of this s tud y was to tes t the applicability and efficacy of
Chris tensen 's theory of immedia cy a nd sali ence. This included a n
examinati on of immediacy and sa lience ratings for different va riab les of a
questionnaire. The research questions fo r this stud y were as follows:
1. To what extent did salience and immediacy ratings cova r y fo r the

sa m e variables?
2. Which va riables were ra ted similarl y or differently on salien ce
a nd immedia cy?
3. To what ex tent were ratings reli ab le ac ross ra ters?
4. To what extent were response rates for the questionna ire in this
s tud y consisten t with Christensen 's predicted res ponse rates for various
levels of immediacy and salience?
The answers to these questions will help resea rchers unders tand th e
relatio nship between the perceived salience a nd immediacy of a
questionnaire as well as th e relatio nshi p betwee n th ose percep ti ons to
questionnaire res ponse rates. This information revealed strengths and
weaknesses regarding the usefuln ess Christense n's theory to ques tio nnai re
practitioners and researchers, and wi ll help them to devel op and administer
questionnaires with highly predic tabl e respo nse rates.
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CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF LITERATURE

In this chap ter, the methods used to co llect the literature are d escribed
foll owed by a summ ary of questionn aire respo nse rate research. First,
empiri cal studi es of response rates in mail ed questionnaires are revi ewed .
An examination of individual s tudies and co mprehensive review s revealed
th at the use of ind ivid ual response inducement techniques, in and of
themselves, was insufficient to ensure consisten tly hi gh rates. Attempts to
explain respondent behavi or are also exa mined. This includes a s ummary
of studies in which various theories of resp ondent behavior were tes ted .
Finall y, Christensen's theory of immediacy and salience is d escri bed.
Particular a ttention is given to Christensen's predicted model, w hi ch
es timates res ponse rates based on a questionna ire's immed ia cy and sa lience
levels. A proposed method to inco rporate variables of high immedia cy and
salience into questionnaire d esign and dis tribution is also described.
Much of the foundational work for this literature review was based
on work origi nall y cond ucted by Christensen, who has offered her
coo peration fo r this study. The major premi se of this study was to tes t
Christensen's theory; th erefo re, it is expected that the arguments o utlined in
this rev iew ove rlap with Christensen's. In addition, Christens en's work was
completed just a few months before this s tudy, which makes her revi ew
very recent. H owever, some areas of this review offer addi tional insight and
perspective to th ose presented by Christensen .
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Method for Conducting th e Literature Review
The major sources of information used for locating relevant
literature fo r this review were the refe rence lists provided in Chri s tensen 's
study. Additional literature was also loca ted by branchin g from the reference
lists o f th ese original sources. The criteria used to selec t literature for this
review were as follows:
1. Comprehensive reviews that identified va riabl es that sig nifi ca ntly
increased questionnaire response rates.
2. St ud ies that tested existing or origi nal th eories of questionnaire
respondent behavior.
3. Studi es that es timated the accounted variance of variables o n the
ques ti onnaire res ponse ra te.
4. Studies that exa mined the s~ li e n ce or immediacy of a
questionnaire.
Resea rch and Comprehensive Reviews of Questionnai re
Response Rates
Up to now, most research of mailed surveys has foc used o n the ex tent
to whi ch specific techniques affected res ponse rates. Some of the techniques
exa mined in previous studies included anonymity, follow-ups, leng th ,
incentives, sponsorship, personaliza ti on, prenotification, deadlines, color,
and postage. Christensen (1996) exa mined 16 comprehensive rev iew s of
res ponse inducement techniqu es found to have a significant effect o n
questionnaire response rates. A table summarizing these reviews is in
Appendix A and a bibliograp hy of these reviews is in Appendi x B.
Seventeen different techniqu es were found to significantly increase
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questionnaire response rates from these rev iews. Significance crite ria in
these studies were determined by the respective resea rchers. Follow-ups,
monetary incentives, prenotification, and type of postage were significant
techniques in at leas t 10 review . Four techniques were not significant in
any reviews, and the remaining techniqu es were significant in one to seven
reviews.
The quality and focus of the reviews varied, which mad e it difficult to
draw any definitive co nclusions from them collectively. Most of the
revi ews included only some of the techniques listed in Appendix A.
Techniques used to conduct the reviews also varied from meta-analytic to
descriptive narrative. Also, none of the reviews offered an explanation as to
why certain response inducement techniques were more successful than
ot hers.
Christensen (1996) also exa min ed the level of impact response
inducement techniques had on overall questionnaire return percentages. A
summary of this analysis from mailed questionnaire research s tudies is
shown in Table l. A total number of 298 study res ults was examined for the
techniques listed in Table 1.
The results in Table 1 show an overall pattern of moderate response
rates and high va riability between studies. The mean response rates for
studies of individual response inducement techniques ranged from 36.3% to
68.5%. Response rates within this range were low to moderate. The highest
mean increases in response rate percentages attributed to a specific
treatment were mone tary incentives, follow-ups, and second questionnaires
sent. Means of response rate increases due to an individual technique
ranged from a 3.4% to a 20.3% increase. Most importantly, these results were
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Ta ble 1
Res 12onse Ra te Res ults of Va rio us Res 12onse Indu ce ment TechniQu es
Stu d ies

Respo nse rate o/c

exa mined

(after trea tme nt )

Respo nse

rCl te

o/r

(from the trea tme nt )

Response ind ucement
techni l]UC tested

(n )

Low

H ig h

Mea n

low

H igh

Mea n

Ano nymity

7

26.5

~4.0

55.3

1.0

83

3.4

Com ple tion time pro jected

5

31.5

~ 1.5

363

5.0

16.0

9.6

22

14.0

~4.0

65.0

20

37 0

180

Follow-up
Geogra phies of sa m p le
Monetary incenti ves

5

35 .0

~3JI

68.5

7.3

10.7

8.9

4H

21.2

920

55.7

30

45.0

203

Gift incenti ves

10

19.4

79 7

45 1

1.1

31.0

8.7

Personali z ati on

22

1 ~3

80.0

47.7

0 .9

36.0

10.1

Popula tion C(>mposition

19

20.4

94.0

54.9

1.3

47.4

15.4

Prenot ifi ca ti on

28

280

95.0

58.8

0.6

47.4

13.6

7

24.3

52.8

40.1

0.2

9. 1

4 .0

22.0

952

61.5

08

19.0

H.3

29

27.9

94.8

59.3

0. 1

28.0

9.1

n

15.7

980

52()

0.2

3.9

18.0

Q ues ti onnHirc co lor
Q ues ti onnaire fo rmat

Ques ti onnaire length
Second qu es ti onnaire sent

Spo nsorshi p /S i ~n a ture

17

21.3

93.3

43.7

0.8

26.6

6.7

Ty pe o f appea l

18

16.4

68.0

40.5

1.0

16.9

7.2

Tl::~

38

20.0

710

44.7

1.1

25.0

7.4

o f ~:ostage

N ote. From An InterdisciJ2linarv Theoretica l Fra mework for the Mailed Questionnaire
Process and the Develngment of a Thcorv o n lmmed iacv and Salience as Significant Variables
o f Resgonse Ra tes. (p . 82), by M. Chris tensen, 1996, Unpublished d oc tora l disserta tio n, Utah
Sta te University, Logan, Uta h . Ad a pted w ith permi ssion o f the a uthor.

highl y inconsis tent. These tec hniq ues, in and of th em selves, d id n o t
suffici ently predict or explain res ponse behavi or. The inco nsis tency o f thes e_
results indicated tha t there w ere sign ifi cant fac tors other tha n individual
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response inducement techniques that determined questionnair e respo nse
rates.
The poli tical, social, and geographical environm ent of a surv ey
population is complex and va ries great ly from population to population .
Certain methods may be more or less effec tive depending on the particular
surv ey environmen t. Because of the uniqueness of each questionnaire
enviro nment, ce rtain techniqu es may be more cos t-effective than o thers,
bu t these types of studies did not provide informa tion that would help
p ractitioners select the mos t effec tive methods for a given questionnaire
and population .
Attempts to Exp lain Ques ti onna ire Response Behavior
So me researchers have tri ed to ex plain questionnaire respo nd ent
behavio r through ex isting th eories roo ted in vario us academic disciplines
or by developing origi nal theories. Two types of studies eme rged in an
exami nati on o f analysis techniques used to explai n respondent behavior.
The first type included studies designed to tes t a particular theo ry. A th eo ry
was tes ted by compa ring the response rates of various treatments to a
control grou p. The second type of studies used regression analys is to
~

es timate accounted varian ce leve ls for individual and combined
questionnaire variables.
Tes ted Theo ri es of Respondent
Be havi or
Researchers have attribu ted various theories to explain respo nd ent
behavior in compl eting and returnin g questionnaires. Eight studi es that
tested a respo ndent behavior theory we re found for this review. Most of the
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theories examined here originated in psychology or marketing research. A
list of these studies, the theories tested, techniques used, and thei r res ults
are shown in Table 2. The results from all but one of the studies were
consis tent with the theo ry tested.
Although the researchers from these s tudies attached a th eory to
explain resp ond ent behavior, the methods and response inducement
Table 2
Studies Which Tested Respondent Behavior Theories
Rl":-JX'IlSC inducement

Author
Biner, 1Y88

Theory tes ted
Reactance theory

technique(s) used Monetary incentives

Results
Consis tent w ith

theory
Phrllse in co ver letter

which tllrcatened
respondents' freedom

Cogni ti ve dis~OilrlllCl'

MonctMy "nd

theo ry

promised incenti ves

Hackler & Bourgette,
1973

Cognitive disS011ance

Moneta ry incentives

Ham.cn, 19RO

Self perception
theo ry

monetary incentives

Consisten t with
theo ry

Prcn<>tification

Consiste nt with

Furse & Stcw" rt, 1Y82

Hansen & Robinson,

Foot in the d our

theory

Hantula , Stillman, &
Wa ranc h, 1990

fn ter venti1m theory

Consistent w ith

theory

theory

1980

Inconclusive

Monetary "nd non-

theory
Convenience

Consistent with
theo ry

Prompts
Reward
Punishment

Hesscldcnz & Smith,
1977

Grouping the-ory

Hornik, 1981

Cue search theory

Personality groups

Consistent with

theory
Time cues (estimates)
in cover letter

Consistent with
theory
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techniques used to test the theo ries were not different from those used in
most other empirical studies of questionnaire res ponse rates. For example,
monetary incentive was a respo nse inducement technique used to tes t
reactance theory, cognitive disso nance theory, and self-perception theory. In
these studies, the respo ns e rates were compared between groups that
received and did not receive monetary incentives. A higher response rate
from groups that received monetary incentives was interpreted as evidence
supporting a given theory. The generalizability of these findings is limited
because they are based on the exa mination of one type of response
inducement technique. Although these theo ries were found to partiall y
explain one response inducement technique, they were far short of
exp laining response behavior for all techniques.
These studies offered potential explanations for respondent behavior,
but they fell far short of providing a consis tent, comprehensive, and
compelling theorv of respondent behavior. In their discussion about further
research needed in this area, Furse and Stewart (1982) stated, "At present
dissonance theory is useful only as a descriptive device. What is needed is a
theory that is also predictive. Future resea rch will need to examine the
predictive validity of such a theory" (p. 380).
A Regression Model
One of the most informative studies conducted to explain
questionnaire respondent behavior was Heberlein and Baumgartner's (1978)
landmark meta-analysis , which exa mined 214 manipulations of
independent variables in 98 mailed questionnaire studies. Their metaanalysis capitalized on multivariate analysis to estimate explained variance
for individual variables. This analysis revealed that the number of follow-
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ups and the judged salience of a questionnaire to the respondent accounted
for 51 '7o of the explained variance in the final response. They also presented
an equa ti on predicting final questionnaire response rate. One serious
limitation of this equation was the need for an accurate es timate of the
initial response rate, which did not involve more than one follow-up.
The results of Heberlein and Baumgartner's study were largel y
supported by several replication studies (Eichner & Habermehl, 1981;
Goyder, 1982; Hecht, 1993; Hensley, 1992). Advancements were made toward
identifying va riabl es that were highl y associated with high response rates,
but information estimating the impact of these variables among different
populations was still lacking. Heberlein and Baumgartner (1978) addressed
this need in the following quote. 'The defect in the mailed questionnaire is
not so much low res ponse rates, as a great variability in response rates across
investigators, subject populations, questionnaires, and procedures" (p. 458)
Most of the research previously described was based on the
assumption that decisions regarding questionnai re design, construction, and
distribution were independent of the population . Heberlein and
Baumgartner's (1978) prediction model accounted for four different
population categories, but response behaviors of populations are much
more varied than four groups. An approach was needed that assumed that
the effectiveness of variables to maximize questionnaire response rates
differed from population to population.
Christensen's Theory of Immediacy and Salience
In an effort to explain and predict respondent behavior across
different questionnaires and populations, Christensen (1996) developed a
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theoretical framework for the mailed questionnaire process. The
foundational basis for Christensen's theory was ex tensive and
comprehensive. The fram ewo rk ex tended across several scientific
disciplines and stemmed from th eory and survey research. A summary of
Christensen's theory with focus on th e major aspects of the theory is
presented here rather than a detailed description of the literature and
framework.
Determinants of Response
Christensen's (1996) th eore ti cal framework was based on
determinants of response cos t. A determinant of response cost is a variable
that influences the decision to complete and return a mailed questionnaire.
Response cost is determined by the respondent. Based on an analysis of
doctoral dissertations and previously proposed theories, Christensen found
that immediacy and salience were the mos t significant d eterminants of
response cos t in the mailed questionnaire process.
Previouslv Proposed Theories
In an effort to identify the most significant determinants of response,
Christensen (1996) examined the literature for proposed theories and
models that attempted to explain ma iled questionnaire respondent
behavior. Among 18 published theories and models, Christensen found tha t
salience, immediacy, or rewards were identified as significant determinants
of response. An overview of these theori es and identified determinants of
response is in Appendix C. A bibliography of these theories is in
Appendix D.
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An Examina tion of 161 Dissertations
To identify response inducement techniques that differentiated
questionnaires with high response rates versus low response rates,
Chri stensen (1996) examined 161 doctoral dissertations that used m ailed
questionnaires to collect data. Doctoral dissertations were used because they
included more complete information about the questionnaire and
techniques used than research studies in refereed journals.
Chri stensen (1996) coded the dissertation studies o n 48 res ponse
inducement variables. The response rates for all of the s tudi es were divided
into four quartiles. The lowest response rate quartile was compa red to the
highest response rate quartile. Christensen used two-tailed ! tests to identify
s tatistically significant differences in the tech niques used between the two
groups of studies. Six out of th e ori ginal list of 48 response inducement
techniques were found to be statistically signifi can t with an effect size of .5
or hig her. The determinants of res ponse associa ted with all of these
techniques were immed ia cy or salience. A list of these techniques is shown
in Table 3.
Table 3
Statistically Significant Respo nse Inducement Techniques
Va ri able

Determinant of response

Personalization of cover letter

Sa li ence

Place of reception

Immediacy

Signatu re/Sponsorship

Sa lie nce

Level of content threa t

Sa lience

Questionnaire length

Immedia cy

Geographic location of sample

Sa li ence
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Christensen 's Proposed Model of Immediacy
and Sa li ence Interaction
Christensen' s (1996) analysis of proposed theories and doctora l
disserta ti ons identified immediacy and salience as the most significant
determinants of response. Based on her analysis of doctoral dissertations
that used mailed questionnaires to collect data, Christensen found a
relationship between response rates and levels of immediacy and salience.
Christensen developed a model of immediacy and salience interaction that
illustrated this relationship. Studies that achieved high response rates (80%
to 100%) used questionnaires that were high in immediacy and sal ience.
Moderately high response rates (60% to 80%) were achieved with
questionnaires low in immediacy and high in sali ence. Questionnaires that
were hi gh in immediacy and low in sa li ence tended to achi eve a m oderate
response (40% to 60%). And a low response rate (20% to 40%) was associa ted
with low salience and low immediacy questionnaires. Christensen 's model
with predicted response rates for different immediacy and salience levels is
shown in Table 4.
The predicted response rate ranges were s ubjective estimates based on
Ch ristensen's analysis of doctoral dissertations that used mailed
Table 4
C hristensen's Proposed Model of Immediacv and Salience Interaction
lmmed iacv level

Sa lience level

Response level

Predicted response rate range

Low

Low

low

20%- 40%

Hi gh

Low

Moderate

40% -60%

Low

High

Moderately high

60% -80%

High

High

Extremely high

80% - 1007.
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questionnaires. Empirical evidence was needed to confirm these estimates.
The pattern of the response levels with associated levels of immediacy and
salience was the focus of this model. High response rates were associated
with high levels of immediacy and salience, with salience being more
dominant than immediacy.
Designing Questionnaires with High
Immediacy and Salience
Until now, most resea rchers have examined factors related to
immediacy and salience after questionnaires were returned . Christensen
(1996) proposed that these factors should be identified and measured before
questionnaire distribution. In this way, users of questionnaires can select
and implement immediacy and salience factors that most highly impact
their population, thus enabling them to design their questionnaire for a
high response rate.
Identifying and Measuring Immediacy
and Salience Variables
Although much attention has focused on the importance of
immediacy and salience to questionnaire response rates, little advancement
has been made in the development of techniques to identify and measure
these factors. In the past, researchers judged salience by comparing one
characteristic of the respondent population to the questionnaire's topic. For
example, respondents who regularly flew airlines were judged to be highly
salient to a questionnaire about using airlines (Rollins, 1940). Heberlein and
Baumgartner (1978) collected data on the salience of a questionnaire from
the researchers who conducted the questionnaire studies. They asked the
researchers to rate the questionnaire as salient, possibly salient, or
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nonsalient. In these studies, levels of salience and immediacy of the
questionnaire to the population were measured after the questionnaires
were administered.
Christensen (1996) proposed that measures of immediacy and salience
should be obtained before a questionnaire is distributed. By doing so, these
measurements may be used to design, develop, and administer a
questionnaire with optimal salience and immediacy to the population.
Although Christensen developed questions to help identify relevant
variables of immediacy and salience for a given population, instruments,
criteria, and techniques to measure specific variables were also needed.
In addition, the relationship or differences between salience a nd
immediacy have yet to be adequately addressed. Do these two co nstruc ts to
some degree rep resent the same quality? For example, follow-ups increase
the state of urgency (immediacy) for a respondent to return a questionnaire,
but they also increase the questionnaire's prominence, noticeability, and
possibly importance (salience). The relationship between immediacy and
salience is an area that needed further examination and definition .
Presently Christensen 's (1996) theory has yet to be tested. Can factors
of immediacy and salience be identified, measured, and manipulated before
questionnaire distribution to achieve predictable response rates? If so, such
findings would have a significant impact on methods used to develop and
distribute questi onnaires. Such a study would also provide a practical
example of developing and using instruments to rate and measure factors of
immediacy and salience.
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CHAPTER III
THE STUDY
The purposes, objec tives, and design of this study are explained in
this chapter. The meth od s used to ca rry out th e objectives are also provided.
This includes descriptions of the participants, ins truments, proced ures, and
data analysis.
Purposes and Objectives
As stated earlier, the pu rposes of this study were to identify, meas ure,
and manipul ate variables that affected the immediacy and salience of a
questionnaire and then compare the response rates of ques tionnaire designs
with different levels of immed iacy an d sa lience. This included an
examina tion of immediacy and sa lience ratings for different variables of a
questionnaire. The objectives for this study were as follows:
1. To collec t immediacy and salience ratings of hypo thetica l

questionnaire variables.
2. To develop questionnaire d es igns wi th different levels of salience
and immediacy to a given population.
3. To distribute the different questi onnaire des igns to separate
groups of the population.
4. To compare the response rate of each design with its level of
salience and immediacy.
Study Design
A single-factor multipl e trea tment design was used to examine the
relationship between levels of sa lience and immediacy to questionnaire
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respo nse rates. The independent variable was th e questionnaire's level of
salience and immediacy to the targe t population, and the dependent
variable was the questionnaire response ra te. Randomly assigned groups of
the population were treated with different levels of the independent
variable. The resulting response rates of the different groups were measured
and compared to each other. It was hypothesized that the level of the
d e pend ent variable would be consis tent with the level of the independent
variable. In o ther words, th e group treated with the low immediacy and
salience questionnaire would result in a low respo nse rate, a moderate
treatment would result in a moderate res ponse rate, and a high treatment
would result in a high response rate.
Method
The methods and proced ures used to answer the research q ues ti ons
are included in this sec ti on. It begins with descriptions of the
questionnaire's target population and the sa mple of raters used to rate
variables of immediacy and sa lience. This is followed by a description of the
instruments and procedures used to collect and ana lyze the ratings data.
Population and Raters
The questionnaire's target population was cooperative extension
personnel in Utah who co uld potentially use library services for extensionrelated purposes. Administrators were not included in the target pop ulation
because their assistance was needed for other stages of this study. The
administrative assistant to the vice president of extension at Utah State
University (USU) was used to identify extension personnel relevant to the
questionnaire's purpose and content because of her experi ence and
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fa mili arity wi th the ta rge t population. The administrative assistant had
several years of experience wo rking with the vice president of cooperative
extens ion overseeing genera l operations of personn el. One hundred forty
ex tension personnel were sent the questionnaire. The target population
consisted of extension specialists, coun ty agents, and technology specialists.
Extension specialists, agents, and technicians are very busy and often
asked to complete paper work. Some extension personnel generally perceive
questionnai res as an unnecessary nuisance while others are very willing to
help and contribute to studies and projects. Most specialists and agents have
te nure track positions with USU.
A sampl e of respond ents similar to the targe t p opulation was used to
rate questionnaire va riables on immediacy and sa lience. Fifteen Idaho
ex tension personnel were used as raters because th eir working
envir on ment, nature of their jobs, and attitude towards ques ti onnaires were
co nsidered very similar to Utah extension person nel. Raters were n o t
selec ted rando ml y because onl y volunteers could be used as raters. To select
raters represen tative of the popula tion, the p roportion of specialists, agents,
and techn ology specialists in the target populatio n was computed, and th en
a sa mple of raters that closely matched the population proporti ons was
selected. These proportions by role are shown in Table 5.
All Idaho ex tensi on specialists, county agents, and technology
specialists were assigned a number and listed in random order usin g a table
of random numbers. Idaho ex tension personnel were contacted by
telepho ne according to this ord er until the target number of raters for each
role agreed to participate. A total of eight specialists, six agents, and one
technolo gy specialist from Idaho extension agreed to serve as raters .
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Table 5
Raters and Po pulation Propor ti onately Matched by Role
Po ~:ul " ti o n

(N;140)
Percent of

Rol e

R"ters ( =15)
Percent of

n

population

n

raters

Extensio n specialists

75

54

8

53

Agents

61

43

6

40

Techno logy

s ~:cc i a li s ts

3

7

Ins truments
Two instruments, the questionnaire and ratings sheet, were
developed to collec t the data for this study. A description of the instruments
and the procedures used to develop th em are included in this following
sec ti o n .
The questi onn aire. The questi onnaire was developed for USU 's
Library Services. Representatives from Library Services were interested in
surveying the information needs of cooperati ve ex tension personnel in the
state. Such information was needed to help USU librarians plan and
develop future programs that will meet the need s of coo perative extension
personnel. This information was particularly important to Library Services
and Cooperative Extension because rapid advancements in the information
services arena have mad e it possible for ex tension personnel to access
needed information from a distance. Library Services personnel needed to
know the level of awareness ex tension personnel had about library services.
This information will be used by library personnel to develop workshops,
training programs, and instructi onal materials appropriate for extension
p erso nn el.
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The following questions were used to gu ide the development of the
questionnaire:
1. What library services / resources would most benefit (or are most

needed by) ex tens ion personnel in Utah and in each district within the
s tate?
2. What library servi ces / resources are most used by extension
personnel?
3. What library servi ces/resources are most valued by ex tension
personne l?
4. What library services / resources that are not currently available do
ex tension person nel need?
5. How accessible is needed informa ti on to ex tension perso nnel?
6. Wha t type of libra ry servi ces training do ex tension perso nnel feel
is m ost needed?
A draft of the questionnaire was developed with representatives of
USU Library Services. Meetings were held with th e client in order to
co nfirm that questionnaire items were designed to ob tai n useful
information. A draft of the questionnaire items was pilot tested by three
Utah cooperative ex tensio n program leaders and two Idaho extensi on
personnel. Pilo t tes ters we re instructed to complete the ques ti onnaire and
provide feedback on the clarity of the questionnaire. Pilot testers suggested
two minor changes to the questionnaire. Both of these changes were made
before the questionnaire was distributed to the target population. All of the
pilot teste rs felt that overall th e ques tionnaire was clear and well formatted .
A cop y of the questionnaire is in Appendix E.
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Immediacy and salience rating sheet. After the questionnaire items
were deve loped and the target pop ulati on identified, the immediacy and
salience rating sheet was developed. Firs t, va ri ables that could impact the
imm ediacy and salience of the questi onnaire to the population were
identified. The associate vice president for ex tension was asked to participate
in this phase of the study because of his kn owledge and experience in the
org aniza tion with ex tension personnel and their program leaders. The
purposes of the study were explained to him and he was asked to identify
variables of immed iacy and salience that would be relevant to the targe t
population. He found it diffic ult to identify variables that would be
appropriate for th e rating shee t because he was no t familiar with survey
researc h. H e thought it wou ld be easier fo r ex tension administrators to
provide input if they could see a draft of the rating shee t with exa mpl es of
immed ia cy and salience variables. He sugges ted that the researcher of this
stud y would be mos t qualified to develop this draft because she und erstood
the purpose of the study.
Variables of immediacy and salience were developed by the principal
resea rcher based on response ind ucement techniques used in previous
studies and kn owledge about th e population. Ca tego ri es of salience and
immediacy were identified based on response inducement techniques listed
in the literature reviews previously described. Some of these categories
included sp onsor, follow-ups, prenotification, and personalization.
Specific variables for each category that were applicable to the
questionnaire and target popu lation were developed by the principal
resea rch er. An effort was made to develop va riabl es for each category that
would be rated as very high or very low on immedia cy and salience. For
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exampl e, the vice president of ex tensi on, the university president, and a
doctoral s tud ent were hypothe tical sponsors of the questionnaire that were
lis ted on th e ratin g shee t. The rating shee t included three variables that
were considered to be releva nt to the immed iacy and salience of the
questionnaire but need ed to remain cons tant between the treatment
designs. As ex plai ned in th e first chapter, these variables needed to remain
co ns ta nt in order to serve the needs of the client. The three variables that
remained co nstan t betw een the three treatm en t designs were th e
conveni ence of completing the questi onnai re, the topic or content, and the
timin g of receiving the questi onnaire.
Each variable was rated on sepa rate 7-point Likert scales for sa lience
and immedia cy. The Likert scale ranged from 1 to 7. A rating of 1 indica ted
that th e variable did no t increase the sali ence or immediacy of the
questionnaire at all. A rating of 7 indica ted th a t the variabl e extremely
increased the salience or immediacy of the questionnaire.
The terms importa nce and urge ncv we re used on the rating sheet
instead of sa li ence and immedia cy because they were synonymous and
considered mo re familiar to th e population. Instructions to complete the
rating sheet were at the top of th e first page, including definitio ns fo r
importance and urgency.
A draft of the rating sheet was pilot tested by four extension program
leaders and the associate vice president of ex tension . These leaders were
identified by the administrative assistant as very knowledgeable about
extension perso nnel. Th e program leaders w ere asked to complete the rating
sheet and provide feedba ck rega rding th e clarity and format of the
instrument. Program leaders were also asked to id entify additional variables
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that may significantly increase the immed iacy and salience of the
questionnaire to extensi on personnel. All of th e pi lot teste rs felt that the
rating sheet was clear, co ncise, and well formatted. Chan ges were made to
the final rati ng shee t to add ress names and places fa miliar to Idaho
exten sion personnel. These exampl es were parallel to the exa mples used in
the pilot tested rating sheet. A copy of the rating shee t is in Appendix F.
Proced ures
The procedu res to collect and analyze the data fo r this study are
described in this section. This includes an examination of the ratings da ta,
the criteria used to select variables for the different questionnaire designs,
and the ad mini stration of th e different questionnaires designs.
Collect immed iacy and salience ratings. Fiftee n raters were sent an
immediacy and salience rating shee t. A cover letter ex plaining the stud y, a
copy of the questionnaire, and examples of stationery were also included in
the rating sheet packet. Exa mpl es of stationery were included in the packet
because it was one of the va riables that was to be rated. Raters were asked to
return th eir results by fax. Eight raters returned th e rating sheets w ithin one
week of receiving it. The remainin g raters we re co ntacted by telephone until
all rating shee ts were returned. The ratings data were entered into a database
and checked for accuracy.
Analysis of immediacy and salience ratings . The questionnaire
treatment d esigns were based on the rating means; therefore, an analysis of
the means is add ressed in thi s section. Origina ll y the questionnaire designs
were intended to reflec t Ch ristensen's (1996) predicted m od el as shown in
Table 6. However, an analysis of the ratings revealed a strong correlation
between sa lience and immediacy for mos t of the variabl es. Variables that
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Table 6
Chri ste nse n's Predicted Model
Design #

Response level

Questionnaire design

Low

Low immediacy/Low sa lience

2

Moderate

Hig h immediacy / Low sa lience

3

Moderately high

Low immed iacy / High salience

Extremely high

High immediacy / High sa lien ce

rated hi gh in salience were also rated high in immediacy and vice versa.
There were not any variab les rated high in salience and low in immediacy,
or low in salience and high in immediacy. These findings eliminated the
possibility of designs 2 and 3 as s hown in Table 6.
Designs 1 and 4 in Table 6 were treatments with low immediacy and
salie nce, and high immediacy and salience. A third design with moderate
immediacy and salience was developed in this study based on th e rating
means. An analysis of th e rating means and a description of the procedures
used to devel o p the three treatment designs are described in the following
sec ti o n .
Selec tio n of va riabl es. Variables selected for the low, moderate, and
high trea tment groups were based o n a combined mea n. This mean
included all of the ratings for salience and immediacy for each variable.
Criteria had to be developed to d ifferentiate between low, moderate, and
high variabl es beca use no such criteri a ex isted. The meth ods and criteria
used for this s tudy are described in this section. A lis t of the rating m ea ns
a nd s tandard deviations is in Table 7.
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Table 7
lmm edi acx a nd Salience Ra tin g Mea ns and Sta ndard Deviations
Sa li e n ce

lmmed iacl::
Combined

M ean

so

Mean

so

Mean

Depa rtment head

4.27

1.75

4.40

1.59

4.34

Vice president of ex tension

4.73

1.91

4.67

1.80

4.70

Doc to ral stude nt

3.1\0

1.35

3.60

1.45

3.60

Uni ve rsity presiden t

4.80

1.57

4.47

1.30

4.64

Memo about quest 's importa nce and purpo"'

4.93

1.62

4.27

1.39

4.60

Me mo that resp ondent will be receivin g
qu esti onnai re

4.07

1.39

4 .00

1.36

4.04

No p renoti ficatio n ;:,ent

2.33

1. 18

2.27

1.22

2.30

To offi ce

4.40

1.06

3.93

0 .88

4.17

To home

2.73

1.33

2.53

1.36

263

Unive rsity presid ent's sta tione ry

4 .67

1.45

4 .00

1.60

4.34

USU ex te nsio n s tationery

4.33

1.23

4 20

1.61

4.27

2.60

0.91

2.47

1.13

2.54

Persona lly addressed with greeting from the
sponsor

5.40

1.06

4 .73

1.28

5.07

Addressed to "Ex tension Personnel"

3.20

1.15

2.93

1.1 6

3.07

Addressed ''To Whom It May Concern"

1.60

0.63

1.60

0 .83

1.60

Va ri a bl e
Sponsor

Preno tifi cation

W here ques ti onnaire is sen t

Sta ti o n e ry

Sta nd a rd white pa per
Pe rsonali zatio n o f cover letter

{tabl e continues)
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Sa lien ce

lmmediacv
Co mbin~'CI

Veriable

Mean

SD

Mea n

SD

Mea n

4 40

1.24

4.13

1.46

4.27

lnio rmation needed for a dissertation study

3.93

1.49

3.93

1.39

3.93

No incenti ve b included

I.HO

1.01

1.80

1.01

1.80

Incentive
lnfonna ti on w ill impact ser vices for

extension

Anonymity
Ano nymity b as>ured in the cover letter

)4()

1.76

3.07

1.82

3.24

Rt.'Spondents as ked \Vrite name on the ques t.

3.33

1.68

3:21

1.93

3.27

Return dead lin e stated

4.67

1.50

5.33

1.45

5.00

Request to complete and return q11 cstionnairt•

3.27

1.10

3.27

1.16

3.27

Reques t to comph=!t·e and return quc~tiunnaire

3.00

1.51

300

1.46

3.00

A business retu rn envelope is providL"<l

4.\13

1.98

4.53

1.88

4.73

Respondent mus t provide postage

2.73

1.62

2.53

1.64

2.63

Responden t is asked to fax questionnaire

4.07

1.58

4.40

1.72

4.24

2 telephone fo ll ow-ups from sponso r

500

1.85

4.93

1.87

4.97

2 memo follow-ups from sponsor

HO

1.68

4.47

1.\16

4.44

No fo llow-up sent

1.53

0.92

1.60

0.91

1.57

Convenience of con1pleting the questi onnai re

4.4 7

1.92

4.67

2.16

4.57

Questionnaire topic /co ntent

4.13

1.73

3.80

1.66

3.96

Tim ing of receivi ng the questionnaire (May)

2.50

1.22

2.71

1.38

2.61

Return dead line

to sponsor
Ease of return

Foll ow-up
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Ca tegori es with at leas t two va ria ble means that differed by 0.5 pooled
s tandard deviation were used to construct th e three questionnaire designs.
The poo led standa rd deviation was the average of the sta ndard deviations
fo r the two gro ups th at we re co mpared. This was the criterion used to
determin e that enough variabi lity exis ted within a ca tegory to includ e it in
the three trea tment des igns . Only one ca tegory, anonymity, did no t mee t
this criter ion. The remainin g nine categories of questionnaire va ri ables
compri sed the different designs. The low design co mprised of the va riabl e
in each ca tego ry with th e lowes t mean and the high design co mprised of the
variables with the highest mean in each category .
Although the m ean for USU ex tension sta ti onery was no t the highes t
in its ca tegory, it was selec ted for the hi gh trea tm ent design in order to
match stationery with th e highes t ra ted sponso r: th e vice presid ent of
ex tensio n . The mean ra tings for extension s tatio nery and the hi ghes t ra ted
s ta ti onery were 4.27 and 4.34, respectively, with a pooled s tandard deviation
of 1.47. This difference was neg li gible.
There was not always an appare nt moderate va riabl e in each ca tego ry
to select for th e moderate trea tment design; therefore, grand m ea ns were
computed to guide the selec tion of va ri ables for the moderate design. A
grand mean was the overall avera ge of all the va riables used in each design.
The grand mean for all of th e va riables in the low design was 2.73 on a scale
of 1 to 7. The g rand mean of th e high design was 4.41. The desired g rand
mean of th e m oderate design was in between the low and high or 3.57.
This des ired gra nd mea n was used as a guide to select the va riables
for th e moderate design. The variable in each ca tego ry closest to th e d esired·
moderate g rand mean of 3.57 was selected for the moderate design. For
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example, exa mine the variables and their combined means fo r the spo nsor
ca tegory as shown in Table 8. The doctoral student va riable was selec ted
because its combined mean of 3.60 was closest to 3.57 in this categor y.
Although USU ex tens ion s ta ti onery's co mbin ed mean was closest to
3.57 in its ca tego ry, standard white paper was selected for the moderate
design because it most appropriately matched th e sponsor (a do ctoral
s tud en t). The res ulting grand mea n for th e moderate design was 3.70. The
grand means for the low, moderate, and high treatment groups were 2.73,
3.70, and 4.41, respectively.
Descriptions of the variables implemented for th e three treatment
designs are lis ted in Table 9. Most of th e questionnai re variabl es listed do
not need further explana tion . A more d etailed explanation than sho wn in
Table 9 of th e procedures used for preno tifi ca ti on and follow-up is provided
in the nex t section.
Administration of the qu es tionnaire designs. Each person in the
questionnaire target population was rand omly assigned to one of the three
treatment gro ups. Each group was equally stratified between ex tensio n
s pecialists, field agents, and technology s pecialists. It is important to note
Table 8
Combined Means for Variables in the
Sponsor Category
Variabl e

Combint'CI Mean

Departme nt head

4.34

Vice preside nt of extension

4.70

Doctoral studen t

360

Uni versity presid e nt

4 .64
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Table 9
The Three Questionnaire Trea tment Designs
Catcgorv

Low

Modera te

High

Sponsor

Doctoral student

Docto rct l s tud ent

Vice presid ent of ex tension

Prenotifi -

None

Memo tha t they will be
rccci vi ng the Q

Memo abo ut importance and
purpose of questionnaire

To their office

To their offi ce

ca ti on

Where
q uest. is
sent

To their home

Sta ti o ne ry Cover letter printed
on w hite paper

w hite paper

ex tension sta ti onery

"Tt, extension personnel"

Addressed pcr>onally to
indiyidual with an ope ning
greeting from sponsor

"The information from
thi s ques ti onnai re is
need ed fur a doctoral

"1l1e information from thi s
questi o nnaire w ill direc tly
impa c t library services

di sscrttlti o n stud y . Plcasc

prov ided fo r extensio n
personnel. Please comple te
and return this

Personal-

"To Whom It May

ization

ConO.!rn"

Incentive

None

over letter printed on

complete and rctu n1 thi s

questionnaire
immediate ly : ·

Cover Jetter printed on

ques ti onnai re

immedi atel y ."
Rctum
Deadline

"Please complete

"Piea>e compl ete and

and return the

return th e ques ti onna ire to
::,ponsnr

"Please complete and return
the ques ti onnaire by (a
specific date)."

enclosed
questionnaire. "

Ease of
Return

Rl'Spondcnt must
provide postage.

Fax number providL<l to

Bu siness rctun1 envelope

return the questionnaire

included

Follow-uE

No fo llow-uEs

2 follow-uEs bv memo

2 follow-uEs by telcEhone

that there was a possibility of contamin ation between groups because
personnel working in the same office received different trea tments. In order
to reduce the likelihood of contamination, res pond ents wer e asked in the
cover letter not to discuss questionnaire items with colleagues. Random
assignment was a requirement to appro priately use and interpret inferential
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analyses of the data. Assignments could not be made by site location because
the number of personnel at each site significantly varied.
In orde r to notify personnel that they would be receiving the
questionnaire, memos were sent to the moderate and high treatment
groups two working days before the questionnaire package. The
administrative assistant proofread and edi ted the prenotification memo and
cover letter addressed from the vice president of extension. Copies of the
prenotification memos and cover letters are in Appendices G, H, and I.
Prenotification memos, questionnaire packages, and mailed followups were sent through USU distribution for on-ca mpu s addresses and the
U.S. postal system for off-campus addresses. The first follow-ups were
co ndu cted two weeks after the questionnaires were mailed. Personnel in the
high design group were contacted by telephone and personnel in the
modera te design group were sent a memo. Follow-ups by telephone were
made by the principal investigator of this study. The investigator told
nonrespondents that she was calling for the vice president of extension.
Messages were left for nonrespondents who were not readily available by
telephone. The second follow-ups were conducted 3 weeks after the
questionnaires were initiall y mailed. Additional co pies of the questionnaire
were sent, if requested, to nonrespondents in the high group, and mailed to
nonrespondents in the moderate group. Copies of the follow-up memos are
in Appendices G and H.
Returned questionnaires were recorded on a daily basis until 5 weeks
after the initial questionnaires were sent. The res ults of the questionnaires
were analyzed and reported to USU Library Services. All results were
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reported in aggregate form and kept anonym ous. No result or response was
identifiable with any individual.
Data Entrv and Analvsis
All data were entered using SPSS for Windows and checked for
accuracy at least 1 week after the original data were entered. The immediacy
and salience ratings data file was converted into an ASCII file and then used
with SAS to compute variance componen ts. Ge neralizability coefficie nts
were computed from these variance components based on formulas from
Shavelson :~nd Webb (1991). All other analyses were computed usi ng SPSS.
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CHAPTER IV
RE ULTS
The data analysis res ults for the ratings and questionnaire respo nse
ntes are reported and discussed in thi s cha pter. The results of the analyses
f>r the immediacy and salience ratings are desc ribed first. This includes an
EXamination of th e association between immediacy and salience ratings for
ech variable, differences between im med iacy and salience ratings for each
\ariable, and interrater reliability. The res ults of th e questionnaire respo nse
ntes are also exa mined, including com parisons among the three trea tm ent
froups.
Comparisons Between Immediac y and Salience Ratin gs
Two types of analyses were used to co mpare the ratin gs of immedia cy
;nd sa lience for each variable. A Pearson

r..

measuring the association

tetween immediacy ratings «nd salience ratin gs, was computed separatel y
f>r each variable. A paired 1 tes t was also used to compare the mean
inmediacy ratings to the mean sal ience ratings for each variable. These
r~ sults

are shown in Table 10.
To d etermine the ex tent that sa lience and immediacy ratings covary

hr the sa m e variables, correlation (r) coefficien ts were computed . The r
oe fficients for 23 of the 32 v«riabl es (72%) were grea ter than .80. These
oefficien ts indicated strong direc t relationships between immediacy and
sllience ratings for these variables.

ine va ri ables (28%) had mode rately

hgh r coefficients ranging between .61 and .77. Only one variable had a low
rcoefficient of .11, which was mainly attributed to one outlier. For this
\ariable, raters were asked to rate the immed iacy and salience of the
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Table 10
Co rrela tio n and Pa ired t-Tes t Results Between Immedia cy and Sa lience
Ra tin gs
Va ri able

I

t va lue

Effec t size

Sponsor
De pa rtme nt head

.75

-0.43

-0.08

V ice president of extension

.87

0.27

0.04

Doctoral s tudent

.68

0.00

0.00

U ni ve rsity pres ident

.71

1. 16

0.23

.86

3 .16"

0.43

.83

0.32

0.05

.88

0.43

0.05

To o ffi ce

.11

1.39

0.48

To ho me

.83

1. 00

0. 15

Unive rsity president's sta tio nery

.89

3.57°

0.43

US U ex tension stati onery

.90

0.69

0.08

Standard white paper

75

0.69

0.13

Pe rsonall y addrcssL'<i with g reeting from the sponsor

.72

2.87"

0.55

Addressed to "Extension Personnel"

81

1.47

0.23

Addressed ''To Whom It Ma y Concern "

.63

0.00

0.00

rrc no ti fi ca t it m
Me m o sent about ques ti onnai re's

im pc.,rta nc~

and purpo;,e

M emo sent th at respondent will be receiving
questi onn<'lirc

No prc no tif ic.1 tio n sent
Wh ere ques ti onnai re is sent

Sta tio ne ry

Persona lizati on of Cover Lette r

(table co ntinues)
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Variab le

t va lue

Effec t size

Incentive
Information will impact services for ex tension pcrs<mnel

.l:S8

1.47

0.1Y

Info rma tion needed fnr a disserta ti on stud y

90

ll.OO

0.00

No incentive is included

.93

0.00

!J.OO

77

1 31

0.23

.86

0.27

(J.04

.75

-2 .473

-0.45

61

0.00

0.00

.90

0.00

0.00

A bu siness rctunl envelope is prov id L'li

X7

1.57

0.21

Respondent mu;t provide postage

.97

1.87

0.12

.xo

-1.43

-!!.20

2 telepho ne follow-ups from sponsor

.97

0.56

0 04

2 memo foll ow-ups from sponsor

.94

-0.37

003

No fo llow-up sent

Anonymity
Anonymity is assured in the cover lct tl!r
Respondents as ked write their name on the quc~ ti o nn ai rc

Return dead line
Return d eadline sta ted
Request to complete and re turn

que~tionnairc

Requ es t to co mplete and return qu es tiunntt irc to sponso r

Ease of return

Respondent is asked to return qu es ti onnaire

by fax

Follow-up

.96

-1.00

-0.07

Convenience of co mpleting the questionnaire

.88

-0.76

-!UO

Questionnaire to pic / content

.88

1.58

0.20

Timing of receiving the questionnaire (fi rst week o f May)

.91

-1.38

-0.15

a 1 values large r tha n the critica l va lue a t alpha = .05 . Positi ve 1 values a nd effect sizes
indica te grea ter sa lience than immL'Ciiacy means.
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questionnaire if it was sent to their office. One rater indicated tha t it would
be ex tremely salient but not immediate. This was a reasonable resp onse and
kept as pa rt of the analysis. The

r coefficien t for

this va riable without the

outli er was .89, which indicated that the other ratings betwee n immedia cy
and sa lience were highly correla ted.
Paired 1 values and effec t sizes were co mputed to measure the
similarity between immed iacy and salience means for each variable. Poo led
stand a rd d eviations were used to co mpute the effec t sizes. The null
hypothesis for each l test was H 0 : 1.11 = 1.12· Twenty-eight o ut of the 32
va riables were not sta tisticall y significant at the al pha

=

.05 level. Fo ur

variables had 1 values greater than the critical value. The three variabl es
with a higher sa lience than immedia cy mean were (a) receiving a
preno tification mem o about th e ques ti onnaire's importance and purpose,
(b) a co ver letter printed on the university president's stationery, and (c) a
personally addressed cover letter with a gree tin g from th e sponsor. Stating
the re turn deadline in the cover letter was the variable with a higher
immed iacy than salience mean.
Mos t of the effect sizes es timating differences be tween immediacy and
salience means for each variable were sma ll. Cohen (1988) ha s provided
general guidelines for interpreting effect sizes. Relative to m easurements in
the behavioral sciences, small, medium, and large effects sizes are
approximately 0. 2, 0.5, and 0.8, respec tively. Twenty-seven of the 32
variables in this s tud y had effect sizes with an absolute valu e smaller than
0. 24. The remaining five varia bles had effect sizes with absolute va lues
ranging between 0.43 and 0.55. Most of the variables had no or small
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detectable differences between immediacy and sa li ence ratings means, while
a few variables had moderate differences.
Interrater Reliability
Generalizability (G_) theory was used to es timate interra ter r eliability .
Generalizability coefficients are analogous to reliability coefficients in
classical test th eory. The

G. coefficients in this s tudy estimate the relative

proportion of error variance due to differences across ra ters. The three
sou rces of variability in this study were raters, items, and the residual
(error). Variance components in

G. theory estim a te the magnitude of

variability attributed to these different so urces. Variance components for
each of these sources are based on the mean sq uares es timates from an
analysis of va rian ce. An ana lysis of varia nce was cond ucted sepa rately on
the immediacy and salience ratings. Formulas to compute the variance
componen ts and the variance componen ts are lis ted in Table 11.
Table 11
Immed ia cy and Salience
Source of
va riati o n

Ratin~s

Variance Comp onents

Formulas to compute

Va riance C<)mponents

Va riance compo ne nts
immedi ac~

va riance co mEone nts

for sa lienee ra tings

Rate rs

MS (raters)- MS (residual)
!l (ite ms)

0.6144

0.6718

Item s

MS (items)- MS (res idual)
!l (rate rs)

1.0362

0.9463

MS (residual)

1.5088

1.5692

Residu a l
(error)

Note. MS represen ts mean squares from an analysis of variance.

for

ratings
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The variance components listed in Table 11 we re based on the ra tings
from the 15 raters used in this study. One of the strengths of G theory is that

G coefficients can be estima ted for different possible numbers of raters.
These estimates are proportiona l to the G coefficie nt computed from the
ori ginal ratings. Different combinations of G coefficients comprise a decision
(.Q) study. The .Q study in Table 12 shows the estimated

G coefficients fo r 5 to

10 raters. It also lists the G coefficients for the 15 raters used in this s tudy . .Q
studies are used to select the op timum number of raters to achieve a desired
interrater reliability. This information ca n be very useful to researchers
conducting similar studies. The number of raters refers to raters selected
fro m the same domain as those used to compute the original variance
comp onents. The G coefficients listed in Table 12 are for relative decisions
because interrater reliability is the comparison of ra ters relative to o ne
another. The 15 raters used in this study achieved high G coefficients of .91
and .90.
Table 12
Decision Study Results
Nu m ber of

~Coefficients

for

~Coefficien ts

rtlte r s

sa lience ratings

5

.77

.75

6

.80

.78

7

.83

.81

8

.85

.ll3

9

.86

.H4

10

.87

.86

15

.91

.YO

for

immediacy ratings
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Questionnaire Response Rate Results
The final percent of return for each treatment group correspo nd ed
with the estima ted levels of immediacy and salience. The low treatment
group resulted in the lowest response rate, the mode rate treatm ent group
resulted in the moderate response rate, and the high treatment group
resulted in the highest response rate. The final response rates for the low,
moderate, and high treatment groups were 36%, 73%, and 85%, respectively.
The response rates for the low and high treatment groups were within the
ranges predicted in Christensen's (1996) model. The predicted response rate
range was 20% to 40% for a low immediacy and low salience questionnaire,
and 80% to 100% for a high immediacy and high sa lience questionnaire. A
graphical display of th e return rates for the three trea tment groups is s hown
in Figure 1.
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1. Weekly response rate percentages for each treatment group.
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A predicted response rate range for the moderate treatment group
used in this study was not included in Christensen 's (1996) mod el. As
previously explained, moderate res ponse ra te ranges in the mod el were
based on intera ctions between different leve ls of immediacy and salience.
These interactions were specified as questionnaires with low salience and
high immediacy, and questionnaires with low immediacy and high
salience. There were no variables of the questionnai re in this study that
were rated high in salience and low in immediacy or vice versa.
The difference between the final response rates for the low and
moderate treatment groups was much larger than the difference between
the moderate and high treatment groups. The final response rate for the
moderate treatment group was 37% more than the rate for the low
treatment group. The final response rate for th e high trea tm ent group was
12% mo re than the rate of the moderate group.
The response rate for the moderate treatment group was slightly
higher than the high treatment group during the first 2 weeks after the
questionnaires were mailed. The response rate for the hi gh treatment group
surpassed the moderate group after follow-ups were conducted. Twentythree percent of the questionnaires were returned in the high treatment
group and 7% of the questionnaires were returned in the moderate
treatment group within the week after the first follow-up was conducted.
These differences indicate that follow-up may be a particularly important
variable to achieve high response rates. It is difficult to determine the extent
that these differences were attributed to the type of follow-up conducted, the
questionnaire 's level of salience and immediacy, or both. Further research is
needed to understand the impact of different types of follow-up on the
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respons e rate of questionnaires with different levels of salience and
immediacy. A detailed discussion of this area of possible research is in the
final chapter.
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CHAPTER V
DISCUSSIO

The findings of this study are discussed relative to the fo ur research
questions previo usly stated. Each qu es tion will be reiterated and followed by
pertinent findin gs. It is important to note tha t these findings are relevant to
the targe t population used in this study. The fin dings must be cautiously
interpreted because this study explores uncharted territory in questionnaire
research. Various types of repli cation studies are needed to confirm these
findings and determine their gene ralizability to different populations.
Research Question 1
To what ex tent did salience and immediacy ratings covary for the
sa m e variables? The findings from this study in dica ted that the sa lience and
immediacy ra tin gs for most variables of the ques ti onnaire positively and
strongly cova ry . The immediacy and salience ratings for some variables
were almos t perfectly correlated with each o th er. The covariance between
immediacy and salience acco unted fo r over 50 % of the total variation
among the ratings for 28 of the 32 of the va riables.
The similarity between salience and immediacy ratings implies that
only one scale reflecting ei ther salience or immediacy may be needed to rate
each variable and ca tegorize it as low, moderate, and high. This would
simplify the rating shee t used in this stud y and reduce the amount of time
required by raters to compl ete the rating sheet.
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Research Question 2
Which variables were rated similarly or differently on salie nce and
immediacy? Most of the variables were rated very similarl y on salience and
immedia cy. H alf of the va riabl es had effec t sizes, which es timated
differences between the salience and immediacy ratings, with an absolute
value of 0.10 or less. These effect sizes indicated negligible differences
between the mean salience and immediacy ratings fo r those va ri ables. The
effect sizes for the remai nin g variab les suggested only slight differences
between the salience and immediacy rating means.
These findings appear to reflect that raters did not' distinguish
between salience and immediacy for most question naire vari ables . Only a
few variables were distinguished as ei ther sli ghtl y more sa lient or
immediate, but this distinction was sti ll small. Further resea rch is needed to
determine whether these findings were most impacted by the types of
va ri ables rated, the for mat of the rating shee t in which salience and
immedi acy were rated side-by-side for each va riable, or raters who perceived
salience and immediacy as synonymous construc ts regarding questionnaire
response behavior.
Resea rch Question 3
To what extent were ratings reliable across raters? The reliability of
the ratings among the 15 raters used in this study was very high. The G
coefficients for the sa lience and immediacy ratings were .91 and .90,
respectivel y. The decision stud y res ults previously described in Table 11
ind icated th at adequa tely high reliability coefficients across raters (G
coefficients greater than .80) ca n be achieved with at least six raters given
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that the sa me measurement instrument and similar raters are used. This
implies that reliable measurements of salience and immediacy can be
obtained from a rela tively s mall number of raters.
Research Question 4
To what extent were response rates for the questionnaire in this study
consistent with Christensen's (1996) predicted response rates for various
levels of immediacy and salience? The findings from this study indicated
that levels of immediacy and sa lience for a questionnaire were directly
associated with its final response rate as predicted in Christensen's theory.
One major difference found in this study from assumptions made in
Christensen's theory is that there was negligible or no interaction between
sali ence and immediacy. In other words, there were no variables in this
study that were high in immediacy a nd low in salience or vice versa. The
relationship between levels of sa li ence and immediacy, and questionnaire
response rates was found to be linear and ranged from low to high.
Christensen's (1996) theory is partially based on the assumption that
salience and immediacy are separate and distinct determinants of response.
The findi ngs from this study suggest otherwise. Perceived salience and
immediacy highly overlap. Although there may exist situations where
questionnaire variables differ signifi cantly in perceived salience and
immediacy to the target population, such situations would probably be rare.
Christensen's (1996) model for predicted response rate ranges should
be modified to a scale with one continuum ranging from low to high for
salience or immediacy. Until evidence and examples are found of
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questionnaires with high salience and low immediacy, or vice versa, a
model presenting interaction between the two co nstructs is inaccurate.
Th e fin al response rates fo r the low a nd hi gh treatment g roups in this
s tudy were within the res ponse rate ranges predicted in Christensen's (1996)
theory. These findings support two important assertions in Christensen's
theo ry: (a) Immediacy and salience are significan t determinants of response
for mailed questionnaires, and (b) th e level of salience and immediacy is
predictive of the questionnaire response ra te.
Th e res ults of this s tud y show that the sa li ence and immed iacy of
questionnaire va riables to a target population can be measured by a few
representative raters of the population. Those measurem ents ma y then be
used to selec t ques tionnaire va ri ables and cons truct a ques ti onnaire that will
result in a high res ponse rate. Future resea rch is needed to determine the
extent th a t th ese results ex tend across diffe rent popu la ti ons and different
questionnaires.
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CHAPTER VI
CO CLUSION
In thi s chapter, a summary of this s tudy is presented. Also included
are limitatio ns of the study, implications for mailed questionnaire practice,
and suggestions for further research. The implications and suggestions stem
from the data res ults and experiences encountered while conducting this
study.
Su mm ary
Christensen's (1996) theory id entifi ed sa lience and immediacy as two
constructs that significantly determine questionnaire response rates. This
theory emphasized the importance of id entifying and rating factors that
impact the immediacy and salience of a questionnaire to a specific
population. It was proposed that factors that make a questionnaire highly
immediate and salient to a given population should be identified first , and
then implem ented into the co nstru ction and administration of the
questionnaire. In this way, resea rchers ca n manipulate the variables that
will maximize the response rate for their speci fic population before
distribution. A questionnaire that is highly immediate and salient to a
given population was estimated to achieve a response rate of 80% or higher.
Ch ristensen's (1996) theo ry and proposed model of immediacy and
salience were tested in this study. The immediacy and salience of several
manipulable variables of a questionnaire were rated by a sample
characteristically similar to the target population. Th ree treatments of the
questionnaire were sent to three randoml y assigned groups of the
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population . These treatments va ri ed from low, m oderate, to high
immediacy and salience based on th e ratings.
An analysis of the ratings revealed a very strong direct relationship
between salience and immedia cy. Variables of the questi onnaire were rated
very similarly between the two constructs. Contrary to Christensen's (1996)
theory, different levels of immediacy and sa lience were not found to
interact. However, a direct relationship was found between immediacy and
salience levels, and final response rates, which was consistent with the
theory. The ord er of response rate percentages for each trea hnent group
refl ec ted the degree of immed iacy and salience as measured by the raters.
Limitations of the Study
The different questionnaire designs that were used to compare
vario us immediacy and salie nce levels were dependent on th e
implementation of variables that could be used or manipulated. The
questionnaire used in this study was developed for a client, Utah State
University's Library Servi ces. The items and content of the questionnaire
used in this study remained constant in order to co llect the necessary
information for the client. Also, the use of mone tary incentives to increase
salience or immediacy was not an op tion for the client. Although these
restrictions ma y have limited the extent of variability between
questionnaire designs, they are not uncommon in survey research;
therefore, the findings from this study should still yield practical and
theoretical contributions.
These findings are also limited to the extent that salience and
immediacy were operationalized in this study based on Christensen's (1996)
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definitions. Salience and immediacy as defined by Christensen are broad
constructs. Although the measurements of these two constructs greatly
<'Verlapped in this study, perhaps an examination of specific situations or
contexts will identify large and consistent differences between the two
constructs. A deeper understa ndin g is needed about how salience and
immediacy are perceived by respondents. Such an understanding may help
researchers identify specific and unique aspects of salience and immediacy.
Implications for Mailed Questionnaire Practice and Research
The findings from this study provide important implications for
mailed questionnaire practice and research. These implications are most
relevant to questionnaire populations similar to the population used in this
study. Replications of this study are needed to confirm the implications
made here and their generalizability to other populations.
Predicting Questionnaire
Response Rates
The most important implication for mailed questionnaire practice is
that measures of salience and immediacy may be used to predict
questionnaire response rates for a given population. Although there is
insufficient evidence to predic t precise respo ns e rates, ranges of low,
moderate, and high response rates can be estimated based on salience or
immediacy ratings. By collecting ratings before questionnaire distribution,
practitioners will be able to determine which response inducement
techniques will yield a higher response rate from a given population.
Salience o r immediacy ratings cou ld also be used to help determine which
questionnaire topics and formats are highly salient and immediate to a
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population. Ratings will also help practitioners identify the least effective
techniques for a specific population and questionnaire.
The importance and urgency rating sheet developed in this study
could be slightly altered so that it would be appropriate to other
questionnaire populations. Ratings would then be collected and ana lyzed
from six to eight raters who are representative of the target population.
Questionnaire va riables with the highest ratings would be used to develop
the questionnaire package and ad minister the questionnaire. The rating
results could be used repea tedly if the ratings are stable ove r time. In this
way, questionnaires can be designed and administered to attain the optimal
level of return. Although thes e procedures require time and effort, this may
be worthwhil e in situations where high response rates are critical.
Identifying Highlv Salient and
Immediate Variables
The findings from this stud y also sugges t that it is difficult to identify
variables of a questionnaire that are ex tremely immediate and salient to a
population. The highest rating mean among the variables from this study
was 5.4 on a 7-point scale. Some variables were rated extremely high by
individual raters, but not by all of the raters. The administrators and
program leaders who were very knowledgeable about the target population
had difficulty identifying variables that would in crease the sa lience and
immediacy of the questionnaire. The researcher in this study was able to
develop the variables that were rated because of her knowledge about
questionnaire resea rch, the study's purpose, and the target population. It is
important that researchers learn about the characteristics and organizational
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structure of the target population in order to id entify useful questionnaire
variables to be rated on salience and immediacy.
Identifying highly sa lient and immediate variables is difficult for
people unfamiliar with survey resea rch . This is particularly true fo r
stakeholders who are very busy and have many o ther pressing demands.
Although people familiar with the target popu lation s hould always be used
as a so urce of information, it is likely that hi ghly salient and immediate
variables will be obtain ed from previous research. People knowledgeable
about the population are bes t utili zed when a ked to improve or add on to a
draft or preliminary list of salience and immediacy variables.
Calls for Further Research
This study sheds light on o ther areas of mailed questionnaire
response rate resea rch. First, replica ti o n studi es are needed to exa mine the
s tability of these findings. Would si mil a r res ults be achieved if the salience
and immediacy ratings from this s tud y were used with a different
questionnaire administered to the same population? If so, such evidence
would support the assertion that these ratings are stable for a given
population across time and different questionnai re instruments.
Variations of replicati on studies could also be conducted to test the
generalizability of the findings to different populations. The population
used in this study was fairly homogeneo us. Respondents worked for the
same orga niza tion and the nature of their jobs was very similar to each
other. A more heterogeneous populatio n may yield results different from
thos e reported here. Questi onnaire variables cou ld be perceived very
differently among a highl y heterogeneo us population. Some variables that
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arre rated high by some raters may be rated low by others. This would result
in several m oderately rated variables and limit the salience and immediacy
of the questionnaire to the population as a whole.
Replication studies could also be conducted with slight variations in
the study d es ign that focus on es timating th e response rates of m od erate
treatment groups. This s tudy design co uld empha size the variance be tw ee n
the overall ratings fo r low, moderately low, moderately hi gh, and hig h
treatm ent groups. In this way, es timates co uld be obtained for moderate
response rate ranges.
Furth er research is also needed to unders tand the interaction of
different types of follow-ups with different levels of salience and
immediacy. The fo llow- ups co nducted on the high treatment gro up in this
study were mo re effec tive th an the follow- up s co nducted on the m od erate
treatment g rou p. Is this a resu lt of th e type of follow-up cond ucted or are
follow-ups more effective on qu es ti onnaires high in salience and
immediacy than questionnai res low in salience and immediacy? A s tud y
could be designed to cross different types of follow- up with different levels
of salience and immediacy. In this way, the impact of a specific type of
follow-up ca n be exa min ed at various salience and immediacy levels.
Res ults fr om such a study co uld be used by practitioners to guide th eir use of
foll ow-up tec hniques in order to ma xi mi ze questionnaire response rates .
Additional information is also needed to identify variables that
would make a questionnaire extremely immediate and salient to a
population. As more resea rch is done in this area, a list of very hi ghly rated
immediacy and salience variables could be developed and d ocu mented.
This information ca n be exami ned to understand which variables are highl y
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sa lient and imm ediate to specifi c or simi lar pop ul ati ons. Appropriate use of
such informati on cou ld enable resea rchers to sys tematicall y d es ign and
develop qu es ti onnaires with highly predictable res ponse ra tes from specific
populations.
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Appendix A
A Summary of Comprehensive Literature Reviews of Respon
se Induceme nt Techniques That Have a Significant Effect o n
Mailed Questionnaire Response

Resea rchers
Res ~ onse technigues

A

B

c

D

E

G

K

H

L

M

N

0

p

Sum

Anonymity (confidentiality)
Completion tim ~ projL-cted

()

X

Cover letter appeal
Folll)\\'-up
Ince ntive

( ll lOIH~ t a ry)

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

1·1

X

X

X

1J

X

Ince ntive (gift)

X

Level of thrcil t
Persona li zation
Pren otifi cat ion

X

X

X

A
D.

c.

D.
E.
F.

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

1IJ

X

Questionnaire color
Questionnaire format

X

X

X

Rodgers & Wo rthen, 1995
Yammrtrino, Skinn er, & Childers, 19Yl
Conant, Smart, & Walker, 1990
Drown, Decker, & Co nnelly, 1989
Hopkins & Gullickson, 1989
Fox, Crask, & Kim, 1988

G.
H.
I.

J
K.

Armstrong & Lu ':>k, 1987

Horvoy, 1987
I3<tumgartncr & Heberl ein, 1984

Wor1h en & Summers, 1984
Yu & Cooper, 1983

L
M.
N.
0.

P.

Duncan, 1979
H eberlein & Daumga rln cr, I Y7H
Kanuk & Berenson, 1975

Lmsky, 1975
Dlwnberg, Fuller, & Hare, 1974

(table continues)
(J1

'-D

Resea r cher s
Response techniques

B

c

X

Quc:.tionn<lin.· length
Que:-.tJUnn<~irc

A

G

D

L

M

N

0

X

X

X

print

K

H

P

Sum

X

X

Questionnaire :-. iLe
Return dcadlint! :-. tated

X

Return postage provided

X

questionn~ire

X

X

sent

X

X

X

X

X

Salience uf th e tPpic
Second

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Signature status

X

Sponsor!'> hip

Type of postage
A
B.

c
D.
E.
F.

X

l<odgcrs & Worthen, 1995
Yammanno, Skinner, & Ch il ders, 1991
Conant, S m<~rt , & Walker, 1990
Brown, Decker, & Connelly, 1989
Hop kin s & Gullickson, 1989
Fox, Crask, & Kim, 1988

X
G.

H.
I.

J
K.

X

Armstrong & Lusk, 1987
Hnrvey, 1987
Daumgartncr & Heberlein, 1Y84
Wortht!n & Summers, 19~4
Yu & Cooper, 1983

X
X
L.
M.

N.
0.

r.

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

11

Duncan, 1979
Heberlein & Baumgartner, 197~
Kanuk & Derenson, 1975
Linsky, 1975
Blumberg, Fuller, & Hare, 1~74

Note. From An lnterdisciplinarv Theoretical Framework for the Mailed Ouesionnaire Process and the Develop ment of a Theorv o n Immediacy and
Salience as Significant Variables of Response Rates (pp. 75·76), by M. Christensen, 1996, Unpublished doctoral dissertation, Utah State Universi ty,
Loga n, Utah. Reprinted with permission of the author.
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Response Costs Referred to in Theories and Models o n
Questionnaire Response Rates
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Researcher( s)
Altschutd & Lower, IYX4

Prnpo,::,ed theorv <l r model
Sali c ncl', tun in~ and twcrilll
atten tio n to dctml

Bincr,

1 Y8~

Reactance theo ry

Cox, W76

A cost/bcm!llt vicw

Diltman, 1978

Tota l dc:-.1gn method and the

soc ial
Furse &

Stc w<~rt ,

1982

cxch<~ n ge

tht.•(lry

Response cos t referred to :
Sa li ence Jmmediacv Rewa rd

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

CognJtJvc db..,Lmnncc thL"tJry

X

Gou ld ncr, I '-J&J

The llllrm

X

Goydcr, 1YH2

Sa hence

Hackler &
Han~t>n,
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1973

llt
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X
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Han sen & Robi n:-.nn, 1Y80
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Warna ch, 1lJ90

A ntL'Ccdcnt llltcrvl'ntton il nd
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the dour thL'iJry
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X
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Heberl ein & Bau m gartner,
1978
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j obber, 1Y84
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Lockhart, tYX4

Stages
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Applying <Htitud e

Robin!:!Oil & Agbim, 1951

Timt· & temporrtl difficu ltieS

~,_,f

X

respnn!>c lll'll<Wiu r
th L'{ Iri L'S

X

X

X

X

X
X
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Utah State University Library Services Questionnaire
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USU LIB RA RY SE RVI CES QUESTI ONN AIR E
Please circl e llllw often (on th e average) you llL'l.'d the followmg type-, ot 1nformat10n?

Daily
a.

Reference:, to p rofc-, ... mnal ...c rv ~ec-.

(t·.~

f1nancJal

less tha n once
Mo n th ly
a m onth

Week l y

D

W

M

Less

D

w

M

Less

D

w

M

Less

ad vi so r!), mspccturs, tax ad VJ-.or .. )
b.

Sho rt ((lctunl

(t.q;. ll<lllU.:., , d .Hcs,

info rnl<ltl U il

places, ::.t<lt J:o,t Jc:-.)

c.

2.

In -depth mfo rm ahOH (e.g. fo r reports,
presentatio n -,, rc-,ea rch)
Plea-,c CJrc lc the month (-..) whe n

Ja n

Feb

3.

Durinh you r

Mar

Apr

bu-,Jc~t

need., arc busies t?

Vll liT mto r m ilt !Oil

Mnv

luJH:

Ju!v

Oct

Se pt

A u)-;

Dec

N<w

month 'I, fl lea se cjrc!e how uttcn you li !'>C eac h of the to llo wtnh :o.uurce::. of

111fo rm at10 11 fur ex te n siOn rcl ntL>tl purptl::.t"'·

Dai ly
a.

USU um vers1ty lib nmc"

D

b.

Loc<t\ public library

D

d.

c.

Other unJvcr-.JtV o r co llcHL' hbrnrv

D

You r perwnal or offict: libr<1rv

D

Ext~::n:-.1on

D

... peclali:,ts

Othe r pn 1fe:,Sllllla b

D

Week l y

Mo n th ly

w
w
w
w
w
w

-l.

Plea,:,l: li ,:, t anv .Q.1hfi :::.uurcl:b) o t IHfll flll <lt Jo n not ll : :. tcd <lbo ve that yo u
mo nth

;,

Pl ease cjrc! e how often (on th e ave ra ge) yt..lU

t~=::.c

M

Less

M

Less

M

L~::ss

M

Less

Ll :o.L'

,H least o nce a

Wee kl y Mo nthl y

Less th a n o n ce
m o nth

•

M

Less

M

Less

M

Less

M

Less

D

w
w
w

M

Less

D
D

w
w

M
M

Less
Less

13iiJI Jo~ rapluc"

D

b.

nook:-.

D

c.

EIL'C truni c Jlldexe:-. /C D

d.

Government d oc ume nts/ pllbli cati c.m s

D

C.

Jou rna l a rticle:::.

Maps
Statt:-.tJC;o, / factual datil

Less
Less

w
w

a.

g.

M
M

each o f the fo llo wing ty pes o f info r mation .

Dai ly

R(_ll ll

less th an o nce
a m onth

D
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6.

J>Jl!Cl:-.l! ll ... t
month .

illl\'

o th e r typl! ...

11! lllhlTil\ ,ltl!!ll lllll

ll ... h ..:d

111

ltl!lll 5 that yo u u ...l' .11 IL'<I::.t onct2 a

P lease cj rc le huw quickly ynu llL'\..'<.1 tl' ubtam the lollowm~ types of nuttcrml ... ~

7.

~·

within
1 week

within

wi thin
3 weeks

2 weeks

m o re than
3 weeks

"·

juurnal a rticles

Jwk

2wks

3wks

b.

Dooks

Jwk

2wks

3w~

marl'

c.

Government documl!nb

lwf...

2wks

3w~

m ore

more

P lease c jrcle how qmckly y(lu llL'cd mformat1on to an~wc r a clie n t'~ quc::.uon 2.IJ....lllj:

H.

~·

I doy

more than I

wt~k

Plea~(! r..1te the u:o.dulnes~ ot a worl...!)hop on Cilch ot th(.• following topiCS

tl.

by rirrling you r

respon!)e.

Not useful
a t all
How

1~1

ilCCC!):-, guvernnw nt documl!llh <1 nd 1nfn rmntwn

c.

How to u:o.(.' the lntt>rnet

d.

How Ill develop page:-. on th(.• World Wide Wt:.'i.J

e.

Ex tremely
u seful

Techmquc!'l to dfectivl'iy

ll..,(.' '>O it W<ITL'

for pre-,ent<ltlon ...

Typt>s of USU library resource ... ;wailable
10.

Plea::.c 11 ... 1 a ny otlK•r extremely u-;dul \.Vorkshop top1c:-. th<lt are no t lis ted above .

Not use ful
at all
r~nswe red

a.

Brief ques ti o ns

b.

Table o f contents list111gs o f ll i!We:o.t iss ues of requested
jo urnill tith~::.

c.

Searches of on-lane databa:-.e~ (fcc-b<J..,Lod)

d.

Acces:-. to full text ek·ct rumc

e.

Access tCl mdcxc-, find flbs trfl cb

over e-m01 il

d<tt,1lm:o.t.!~

Tutorial s nnd 11\::.t ructwn over c-llhlil ~lll huw
library re~uu r ce!)
g.

Ex tremel y
u se ful

Subject spL'Cific bibliog raphie:-.

hi

<lCCL·:o.::.

5
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12.

Plcil:,L' h . . t il nd de~c r ibc clll:' ot iH.:r library ... c r VICC~ not h . . ted in item 11 that \VOttld hdp
exten-,Jun pcr..,(lllncl. If vou .He ,1\\'.HL' of il :-crVICL' prov Jcl cd in another Stil tC, ,, J..,o Indicate the
-..tate whcre th1...· -.L·rVIO..' 1.., ,1\',HiabiL·

13.

!)l ease Tilte how comfortn ble ytlll arc with u:-.1ng each of tlw e lectro ni c !tOu rcc~ li 11 tcd bt!low.

No t at all
co mf o rtabl e

14.

Ext remel y
comfortable

a.

WLl rl d W1de Web

NA

b.

Copher

NA

c.

E·m<nl

NA

d.

Ftp 111te ...

NA

c.

L1sbcrves

NA

Were you aware th<lt USU\ hbrr~ry
pub lic.1tlo n:-.?

Pleast!

1.., ,,

depO!tlhlry fo r almost all US govcrnnu:nt pnnti ng o ffice

~

0

15.

Not

Avai lab le

Plca~c ciR'C~

the fullowmh

cXtL' IbHJll

a re.l(:-.) w11h wluch you nre mainly a ...socJa tL-d .

Nt~turiil J{e')ou rcL·~

a.

Agncultun..· ,ll\d

b.

Commun1ty il ll d Ectll lo nu c Develop ment

d

Youth ScrV ICL'"J

Fam il y :1nd Co n ... unu..·r Scicnct.:

TL>chnology Supp(lrt
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Appendix F
Importance and Urge ncy Rating Sheet

IMPORTANCE AND U RGENCY RATING SHEET

Please circ le the description that best repre:;ents you r role in
On·Campus Personnel
agriculture (spectahst)
h
communtty !,. economtc development (speciahstl
famtly development &t home economtcs (spectah~t)
t1.\1Ura1 rt.>sourccs & cnvtronmen t (SpL>ci.tl!st)
4-H &: youth development (speCJa l i!:~t)
suppNt serviCes

e~ ten ~inn.

Circlq on ly ong
Off-Campus l'grsonnc!
g.
agriculture (agent)
h
famtly development & home economtc:s {agent)
natural resources & envtronment (agent)
~-H & y<'uth development {agent)

!'lease rate the jmoortancc: and u!¥qncy o f th e foll owing variab les that may affect yo ur respo ndi ng to the enclosed questionnaire. U!>iog the scales below, plea!>«: circle the number th.1t best rep re.cnb
you r response to e.x h item.
!'lease t ry a.'i best yo u can to:
I.
r.t te each vartable mdepemlcm of C'llC another
2.
rate importance and urgency Independent of cme another

lmport.lnce-thc quality of bemg s.tltl-'nt. prom 1nent. ~·~

n<•tlu~.tble

Uf).;ency-1he qualny or state of immediacy that wtll dtct.Jte the

~peed

._,f one's

t'ff0rts .

QUESTIONNAIRE VARIABLES GROUPED BY CATEGOR I ES

SI'ONSOR

Not at a ll

Qu~tlonn.ttre IS

sent from your Department Hc.ld wnh signalure un the wv~r

letter
t)uc-st10nn.ur~

IS ::;.cnt fmm LeRov I uft with

Quest1 onna1re

IS

~~~natur('

l'll thC' ct:ovcr letter

sent from a Uof[ doctoral s tudent for a

dl$~rt.lll••n ~mdv.

Questionnaire is sent from Uofl President Bcoll w i th signature on the cover
letter
PRENOT IFI CATION

Mcmu

i~

sen t abou t the Importance and purpose of

th e~

UC'-t1C'nn,11re

M(!mo IS sent that you wtl! he receiving the ( ucstionna1re

No prenotifica tion sen t.

Extreme !

Not,ll all

(\tTCDl ciV

QUESTIONNA IRE VAR IABLES CBOUI'Ep BY CATEGORIES

WHERE QUESTIONNAIRE IS SENT

"]he l ues ti lmtMi r~ IS sent hJ

Not at all

vour home.

STATIONE RY

I Cover ll.!ttCr

IS

pnnted on :.t.HrC'ncry from the l'rc:-rJ~nt's l•fh~~· (sec <!nd~~ ••·,.\

~t.lUC'nl.!ry)

Cover letter rs pnnted (>n

Co\'CT

hwcr rs

~l'ntl•n

c~ttensron

st.Hionl.!r\'. (SE"t.' l.!nde>:><..'\l

~t.lt10ncrvl

:.tandard white Xcmx p,1pcr

PERSONALIZATION

lover tcuer
sporl S<•r.

t~

.1ddressed personally to you wrrh .m

FNm letter

IS

.1ddressed to ~Extensio n Perso nnel ".

Form le tter addressed

~ro

~

cnrng srreung fwm the

Whom h May Concern".

IN CENTIVE
C~:'ver letter rncludcs:

"The information from thiS questionna ire wrtl direnly rmpact lrbr.uy :.crvlC.::.
provrdl-d for extension personnel. Please complete and return thrs
. g_uesuonnarre rmmedratel ."
Cover letter includes
!he rnformation from thrs questionnaire rs ne;..>d cd k•r .1 docwral dissenauon
study. Please complete .md retu rn thrs qu..>srronnarrc rmmed i.l tely"

No rnccn tive is mcluded rn the cover letter.

(dremel

Not at a ll

Extreme /

QU ESTIONNA I RE VARIABLES GROUPED BY CATEG O RIES

No t al all

ANONYMITY

The wvcr letter mcludes a Stil tt:>ment
"All rc~P'-'"""-~ wrll be anonvmou~ ··

Y1•u .ln.' ,1:-k.ed tu wrrtc vc•ur name ,11 the tOD of t he c uestronrMr rc
RETURN DEADLI NE STATED

The ('(l\'er lett<.'r rncluJcs ,, Hatement ~Thrs informatwn rs m....."'.kd
tnHne..lr.Jtelv. PleJ~C mmplcte and rcturn the quesue>nnam' bv Mav \;, 19%"
The cov ..•r ktter indude" a srarem<.'nt "Ple,lse CC'mplere and return the end0St!J
que:-.tK•nnollrc.··
The e<.•vcr leucr rnclud ..-s a St.ll.,.men t "PlcdSl' (Qmplcr ..• and return rho;o
< uesm•nn.1rre to the ~Pt""n~r •

EASE OF RETURN

A bu ... lflL'S' return ffiVdope_rs mcluded.

You mu.;r provide the pL>Sta!';e to return the qucsuonnarre

You arc •iven a number and asked to f.1x the quL>:.tmnn.me h.H:k to the :.ponsor
FO LLOW- UP

2 fvllow·trps bv telephone, vorcem.r rl. or

2 fol low·UD memC>S from the sponsor

No follow-u p sent .

messa~es

fr om the :.ponSt.•r

Extremely

Not at a ll

E\lremclv

Plu.._q rate the importance ~d immediacy of the questionn.aire itself in these final items.
O!JFSTJONNAJRF VARtABt FS CRO!JPEO ByCATFCOR!F S

IMpORTANCE

How much importance in responding to this
uestionnaire is due to this variable?
QUESTI ONNA IRE TOPIC/CONTEN T

I leo.,,• import,l nt <~nd urgen t IS the tC'piC /cconten t (•f 1his quo.!Stlconnai.-~7
cnr1\15ed quesuonna1re)

(~w

UESTIONNA I RE
You receive the quc:.t i<'nna~ r e the firs t week of M ay, \91)6 lluw ml!X'TI<\nl ,,nd
urgent is 1his ques11onna1rc to you tn relation to Other demands (•f your IC'b
durin~ d11s .uttcul.u umc?

Please fax these ratings by May 2, 1996 to: Audrey MatsumCIIo ill 801-797-H48
Thank you for your time and effort.

How much urgency in responding to this qucstinnnilire
is due to this variable?
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Appendix G
Prenotification Memo and Questionnaire Cover Letter for the
High-Treatment Gro up
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MEMORANDUM

TO:
FROM:

Bob Gi lliland

DATE:

May 23, 1996

RE:

USU Library Questionnaire

Utah State University's library is currentl y in a position to improve their
services specifically for ex tension personnel. In order to do so, we will need
to d etermine which library servi ces and inform ation you use and need the
mo st.
In a few days, you will be receiving a questionnaire that will help us
determine those needs and work tmva rds significantly improving your
access to impor tan t informati on and materi als. I would personally
appreciate your coo peration by completing and returning the questionnaire
within 2 weeks of receivin g it.

Sincerely,

Robert L. Gilliland
Vice-President for Extension
and Con tinu ing Education
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May 27,1996

Dear
Recen tl y 1 sent a memo informing you about a USU library ques tion nai re.
I believe that you r responses to th e questionnaire willlei!d to significa nt
improvements in ou r access to information and ma terials from the library .
Enclosed is a copy of the questionnaire and a busi ness return envelope.
Please compl ete and return th e question naire by June 12, 1996.
It is important that your responses reflect your personal opinions and

therefore I would ask that yo u not discuss questionnai re items wi th
colleag ues. All in dividua l responses wi ll be kept anonymous and only
group res ults will be reported to library se rvices.

Sincerely,

Robert L. Gilliland
Vice-President for Extension and
Continuing Education
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Appendix H
Prenotification Memo, Questionnaire Cover Letter, and Follow-up
Memos for the Moderate-Trea tm ent Group
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MEMORANDUM

TO:

Extension personnel

FROM:

Audrey Matsumoto

DATE:

May 17, 1996

RE:

USU library questionnai re

I a m a doctoral s tudent at Utah State University and am currently
condu ctin g a study for USU library services in con junctio n with my
dissertation. In a few days, you will be receiving a questionnaire abo ut Utah
ex ten sio n personnel's library and information needs. Your ass is tance in this
s tud y by completing and returning the ques tionnaire will be grea tl y
appreciated.

Sin cerely,

Audrey Matsumoto
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May 21, 1996

To ex tension personnel,

Recently I sent a memo informing yo u abo ut a USU library questionnaire.
The results from this questionnaire will be used by library servi ces and also
as part of a do ctoral dissertati on s tud y. I hope that you are willing to
participate in this study by compl e tin g and returning th e enclosed
questionnaire to me at the fax number or address listed below.
Audr ey Mats um oto
Fax: 801-797-1448
Utah State Univers ity
Address:
Logan, UT 84322-2810
It is important th a t yo ur res ponses reflec t yo ur personal o pini ons and
therefo re I would ask that yo u not discuss questionna ire items with
colleagues. All individual responses will be kept anonymous and only
group res ults will be reported to libra ry services.

Sincerely,

Audrey Matsumoto
USU doctoral stude nt
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MEMORANDUM

TO:
FROM:
DATE:
RE:

Extension personnel
Audrey Matsumoto
June 6, 1996
USU library questionnaire

Recently I sent you a questionnaire about your use and n eed for library
servi ces, but have not yet received your questionnaire. I would greatly
appreciate your response. If you have not yet returned th e questionnaire,
please fax or mail it to me a t the number or address below:
Audrey Matsumoto
Utah State University
Logan, UT 84322-2810
Fax: 801-797-1448
If you have already returned the questionnaire, thank you for your

participa tion in this s tudy.
Sincerely,

Audrey Matsumoto
USU doctoral student
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MEMORA
TO:
FROM:
DATE:
RE:

DUM

Ex te nsion perso nn el
Audrey Matsumoto
June 17, 1996
USU library qu es ti onnaire

Recently I sent a questionnaire rega rding you r use of library services fo r
extension rela ted purposes, but hnve not yet received a response from you.
Yo ur input is very va luabl e to this s tu dy. Enclosed is anothe r copy of the
questionnaire. If you ha ve not ye t returned the ques tionnaire, please fax or
mail it to me at the number or address below:
Audrey Matsumoto
Utah State University
Logan, UT 84322-2810
Fax:801-797-1448
If you have already re turned th e questionnaire, thank you for yo ur
participation in this study.

Sincerely,

Audrey Mats umo to
USU d oc toral student
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Appendix I
Questionnaire Cover Letter for the Low-Treatment Group
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May 21, 1996

To Whom It May Concern,

Enclosed is a questionnaire about Utah ex tensi on personnel 's library and
information needs. We would appreciate your completing and returning
the questionnaire to the address below. It is important that yo ur responses
reflect your personal opinions and there fo re ask that you not discuss
questionnaire items with colleagues. All individual responses will be kept
anonymous and only group res ults will be repo rted to library services.
Please complete and return th e ques ti onnaire to:

Audrey Matsumoto
Utah State University
Logan, UT 84322-2810
Sincerely,

Audrey Matsumoto
USU doctoral student
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